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The Photographing the Southwest guidebook series is the culmination of over twenty five years
experience exploring and photographing the natural landmarks of the Southwest.
Volume 1 will take you to the heart of Southern Utah, home to some of the Colorado Plateau’s
most outstanding highlights. Beyond the National Parks of the famed “Grand Circle”, you’ll
discover many hidden locations of Red Rock Country as well as Indian rock art and cliff
dwellings. Enough for weeks of new discoveries in the area!
384 pages of great information and 350+ full color photographs
Hundreds of locations, including the best spots and how to get there
All the major national parks, monuments and state parks
Clear and precise directions provided for seldom seen and hard-to-find sites
Where, when and how to get the best shots
Comprehensive ratings for each location (interest, difficulty, etc.)
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Volume 1 – A guide to the natural landmarks of Southern Utah

Southwest

• Have you ever wanted to see with your own eyes all the beautiful locations found
in coffee table books, posters, calendars, and travel magazines?
• Do you want to see the most photogenic spots in our parks and monuments?
• Do you want to visit spectacular “off the beaten track” locations outside the parks?
• Are you interested in rock art and early Native American dwellings?
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A must for everyone with a passion for the Southwest!
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